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Congressional Committee Revives McDonald-Like Proviso

Allt i -Gay·Am end m e n t Ad d ed T9 Leg a l Se rvi ces B i l l
minority member Rep. George O'Brien
WASHINGTON--The House-Senate
(R-IL), remained adamant about
Conference Committee of. the Legal
Services Appropriations B ill has . retaining the McDonald Amendment.
As the Committee began its
included an anti-Gay amendment in its
proceedings, the conservative sweep on
final report. The amendment is
November 4 was clearly on the minds of
narrower and effectively weaker than
the conferees. Republican and/or
the initial "McDonald Amendment" in
the House of Representatives.
The Gay Rights National Lobby
(GRNL) indicated that they will urge
Members of the House and Senate to
oppose the Conference Rep,ort. GRNL
Executive Director Steve Endean also
stated that the Lobby had telegrammed
Preside�t Carter to urge him to veto the
bill.
GRNL had recently speculated that
the danger of an anti-Gay amendment·
passing Congress had been minimized if
not eliminated when the Senate finally
completed action on the Legal Services
Bill. HR. 7584, without including an
ant:i-Gay amendment. .No prob'iem WhJ>
expected in the resulting "Conference
Committee" of both Senators and
Representatives, created to iron_ out
differences on the House and Senate
conservative positions seemed to prevail
bills. Senate "conferees". could be
on most matters.
expected to oppose the House amend
Both Senators Lowell Weicker (R
ment, which the Senate had dropped in
CT) and "Fritz" Hollings (D-SC) argued
Subcommittee and not re-inserted on the
forcefully that the anti-Gay amen-dment
floor. Although the House had indeed
would constitute an abridgement of civil
passed the McDonald Amendment, the
wording did not originate in committee. · rights and a denial of justice. They
stressed that the issue wasn't approval
Informed sources predicted that the
or disapproval of homosexuality, but
House conferees would happily let it fall
basic fair play.
by the wayside as they had in 1977 under
It became clear, however, that the
similar circumstances.
House conferees would not back down.
Without explanation, however, the
With the House conferees present and
House conferees, spurred on by ranking
·

-SENATE

many Senators who had supported
deleting the amendment from the
Senate version absent, it looked as if the
McDonald Amendment would remain in
the bill.
Faced with this reality, Senator
W e i c ker RIIV.Q'P.�tP.tl ,.,nmrro m i s e
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WE\CKER

of homosexuality."
The House confereees responded
favorably. Rep.-Jack Hightower (D-TX)
and Rep. Bill Alexander (D-AK), who
had pushed the McDonald Amendment,
agreed to the compromise. Rep. Bill
Hefner (D-NC), said that maybe . even
Moral Majority would agree to the
Weicker proposal. Senator Weicker
smiled and said he doubted it.
Gay Rights N ational L ob b y
Director Steve Endean said, "Let n o one
make any mistake about it. Senator
Weicker is deeply committed to justice
for Lesbians and Gay men. While we are,
of course, unhappy that any anti-Gay'
measure passed, Senator W eicker
effectively moved, in our interests, to
minimize the damage."
Endean further stated, however,
that "While we can take some solace in
the fact that it isn't as bad as it could
ave been, we must not lose ..,·�""""l��J
fact that this- is the first time in mari"r
years that anti-Gay legislation will pass ·
Congress. Unfortunately, we will face
similar fights in the near future. To
avert these defeats we must organize as
we never have before. We at GRNL do
not want to act just as a' damage control'
operation."
GRNL has urged members of both
the House and the Senate tQ oppose the
Conference Report because of the anti
Gay amendment. Executive Director
Endean also telegrammed President
Carter urging him to veto H.R. 7584. The
President has already indicated he
might veto the bill because of anti
busing provisions.
·

_

language designed to narrow the scope
and minimize the damage from .the
amendment. The initial McDonald
language prohibited legal services from
litigation for . "promoting, protecting
and defending homosexuality." The
Justice Department indicated that the
impact was unclear and that it could be
interpreted to deny Gay citizens access
to the Legal Services program. The
Weicker compromise would substan
tially narrow the prohibition to only
those cases wh�ch seek the "legalization

1,000 M a rc h Afte r _·New Yo rk S h oot i n g s

�Y R egina R u ssell

such violence in recent months. Their
findings correlate with increased anti
Gay attacks nationwide during the past
year and, particularly, following the
airing of CBS News' Gay Power, Gay
Politics.
The New York Post printed a story
on November 21 alleging that Crumpley
had been "dating" a male hustler for six
months_ prior- to the killings and was

simply "mad" because the hustler had
terminated the relationship. Village
Voice columnist Arthur Bell stated,
however, that after his investigation,
the story "simply didn't check out." The
Post has a reputation somewhat short of
the National Enquirer.
NY Judge Stanley Gartenstein
ordered Crumpley held witho1,1t bail
pending a psychiatric _examination.

NEW YORK--About 1000 Gays
marched in silence down Christopher
Street on November 20, the day after a
former transit policeman whose father
is a minister machine-gunned- two
Greenwich Village bars killing three Gay men and injuring fi ve. Those killed.
were George Wenz, Vern on Kroenig, and
Rene Matute.
Ronald Crumpley, 38, was arrested
after a chase through city streets and
charged with mprder, attempted murder
and possession of illegal weapons.
Police found three pistols and an Israeli
made machine gun in the man's car.
NYPD Lieutenant John Yuknes
attributed the crimes to Crumpley's
"dislike for homosexuals, a rather
intense one I would ·say, under the
circumstances."
A witness, Dann Hedges, 30, said
that he saw the man drive around the
block, then step out of the car, walk up to
the curb and shoot a man waiting for a
cab. "The man fell to the ground; then he
shot another guy who ran around the
corner, and he started spraying both
bars (the Ramrod and Sneakers)
·

through the plate glass windows. Then
he got back" in the car and drove off."
· Crumpley's father, the Reverend G.
Grant Crumpley, said, "He's told me
that he hates homosexuals. He was
obsessed with it."
The following ev�ning the 1000
marchers earned candles and wore
black armbands, singing "The Battle
Hymn of the Republic" and "We Shall
Overcome." The march ended in front of
the Ramrod where speakers called for
unity in the face of increasing anti-Gay
violence.
"We have to stick together, because
only Gay people love Gay people," said
Paul Martin of the Gay Media Alliance.
Noting parallels betw:een the Greenwich
Village slayings and the murder of
openly-Gay San Francisco Supervisor
Harvey Milk two years ago, Martin said,
"The killers were both ex-cops, with
strict religious upbringings. They were
brought up to hate Gay people."
According to the Chelsea Gay
Alliance, which has been monitoring
anti-Gay violence in New York, there
has been an overwhelming increase in
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The Proof Is 1n
Th e Pu n c h
As I sit here sipping my Florida
orange juice (and vodka), I am reading
the December iBBue of Ladies Home
Journal (don't laugh all you tough guys
out there reading Sports Illustrated-or
looking at the pictures of all those
athletes), I suddenly stumble across an
interview with, of all people, Anita
Bryant. For tho$e of you who don't
know, Anita Bryant is a tired old orange
juice queen who just got fed up with
having the fruit of Florida poured down
her throat by ex-husband Bob Green and
his closet full of wealthy "Christian" rip
off artists.
Now I know what you're thinking.
Here I am talking about Anita Bryant
and getting ready to speak to you the
way I should be speaking to all the Gay
haters and fundamentalist bigots out
there who won't be reading this, when I
should be addressing an issue truly
relevant to you as Gay readers .. This is,
after all, an editorial column and should
be giving you some real food for thought
and helping to unite us as a community
rather than talking about why the Gay
haters are wrong in their assessment of
us. We already know that!
Wait a minute. Don't tell me you
didn't know that I was going to talk
about why the Gay-haters are wrong!
Am I rambling? Am I getting ahead of
myself? Well, if you've read this far, you
might as well read on. It gets worse.
Well, anyway, it seems that Anita
has decided that homosexuals aren't so
ad after all as long as we "don't flaunt
_.nd don't try to legalize it." What?! I
ink maybe someone should tell Anita
that homosexuality is NOT illegal in
any of the 50 states, nor has it ever been.
How can you try to "legalize" something
that isn't illegal? .
Don't get me wrong. Anita has come
a long way since she brought me out.
But the fact remains that the only
laws on the bopks involving what might

·

be construed by some as "homosexual
ity," are the so-called sodomy laws and
laws against oral sex. None ·of these
sexual acts forbidden still by some 36 of
our states require that the partiCipants
be two people of the same sex. These
laws prevent just about anything other
than the missionary position between
consenting adult heterosexuals, and
most of them don't even re,Pize it.
Put that in your toilet and flush it!
I probably wouldn't be so terribly
concerned about dear Anita's remark
(after all I've come to respect her a little
after reading this month's Journal) were
it not for the fact that fundamentalist
groups all across this fret:! (for hetero
sexuals only) country of ours (Moral
Majority uses it, the Roundtable uses it,
Christian· Voice uses it, etc., etc.) are
using that phrase to convince. people
that any bit of legislation that even
mentions the words "sexual orienta
tion" is "legalizing homosexuality" and
will somehow convince all their little
kids growing up that (!ay is the way.

By B i l l J oh n son
disgusting! It's sick! It's a sin!
Oh for a juxtaposition!
Any one of these Gay-hating bigots
who won't be reading this would go to a
lawyer to find out about the law, or to a
doctor to find out about medicine, or to
salt water to find out what the ocean
looks like.
You'd think they would have the
decency to go to a Gay person to find out
about homosexuality. Ha, ha. Fooled
you! They go to a heterosexual man
. (they would never have believed Anita
had they not known that a whole
ministry of good ole heterosexual men
was behind her)!
And that in itself is a sad
commentary on the state of our nation.
It is controlled by a totally bigoted,
capitalistic, self-centered patriarchy
that thinks it can discover the ocean on
top of Mount Rushmore. (Smooth
sailing!)
Doesn't it amaze you (it amazes me!)
that we allow our society to judge us, to
define us and to condemn us on the basis
of what a layperson says we are? You,
dear friends, and I, are the experts on
homosexuality. Personally, I am a little
tired of hearing about and reading about
what some heterosexual has to say
about homosexuality.
If we are defined by someone else,
then we don't really exist except in the
mind of and in terms of someone else. No
problem! What are they worried about?
We don't really exist! We are merely a
figment of Jerry Falwell's imagination.
Logic is lolric. The fundamentaHsts
have created us. (All puns aside, we are
not what they say we are, therefore we
don't exist.)
Are we what they say we are?

Illustration by Ken C. Hagenback
·

"Do you want your children to grow up and learn to become homosexuals and
Lesbians, filthy sodomites, degenerate perverts--we love them, mind you, we just hate
their sin--and do you want your kids to be seduced by perverts? Help us fight the
legalization of homosexuality by digging deep into your pockets and contributing

whatever you can to stop this evil name... give whatever you can afford... / know many of
you have starving kids, no beds to sleep on and no roofs over your heads... but give

whatever pittance you can find... a

$100

will do... "
�

And I don't mean to imply that it
isn't--for those who happen to be Gay,
that is. What I really want to say to the
heterosexists isn't printable even in the
costliest of porno mags.
What I will say to the heterosexists
will offend many "free-thinking"
individuals who proclaim . that we all
have the right to say whet we
please...unless, of course, we happen to
be (whisper this next word) homosexual.
That is, heterosexists have no right to
tell me that homosexuality is wrong. I
will agree with them and defend their

·right to declare that homosexuality is
wrong for them. But they have no right
to declare that it is wrong for me.
Ho, ho. Their next line is...just
because murder isn't right for me should
I not have the right to say it isn't wrong
for you? Ho, ho. My answer to them will
not be heard because they won't listen.
Their brains have been buried beneath
the brimstone in Sodom.
Murder (and similar illegal and

criminal acts) is not comparable to

·

homosexuality. (Of course it is! It's a
--drum roll-SIN!) Murder (and similar
illegal and criminal acts) harm others. It
is an infringement upon the rights -of
other people. Homosexuality isn't. It
never has been and it never will be.
The point that separates our
. arguments is a simple disagreement
about whether or not homosexuality is
.an "act" or a condition. They say it is an
act. We say it is a condition. The proof is
in the punch. I am a homosexual and I
know what that means. They are outside
iooking in, and they are speculating that

_

·homosexuality is an· "act," a sexual.
choice to btl made. Well, I know, and they.
are only speculating. Argument won.
But convincing them...We can't do it
because we are "degenerate perverts."
Give them a good ole smiley-faced suit
·and-tied preacher-man and he'll tell
. them just what they are going to believe.
It is a third world, a fifth dimension,
a complete and utter mystery to science
and mankind. Why would anyone
"decide" to like ,a same-sex person? It's

If you think we are, you're not Gay,
you're weird! Excuse me, I mean you're
queer. Yes, queer. It means strange.·.
What do you mean you thought it meant·
Gay? Who told you that?
Did we really steal the word "Gay"
-from them?
Yes. Or rather, no. We just swapped
it.
Swapped it? Swapped it for what?
We swapped it for queer (used to
mean "differing in some odd way" or
"str.ange"), for pansy (used -to mean
"flower"), for queen (used to mean "of
England), for faggot (used to mean
"burning stick"), for homo (used to mean
a kind of milk), and I could go on...and
on.
You've made your point. What about
Anita Bryant's statement� in the Ladies

Home Journal.

I do believe you've taken over my
column. Who are you, anyway?
Why, Bill, I am...a heterosexist
fundamentalist! I have come to exorcise
you from your humanist mortal sin and
to put Jesus into your heart!
Well, I do declare! Thank you so
much! You've cleansed me. How much
do I owe you?

�������������
Wishing our readers a spirit of peace, union and kindness in a
world of hatred, violence and turmoil...whatever our religious
or non-religious beliefs, let all living things be at peace.
The Staff of GAzE
������
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By Scott Corre l l

M i dtown
"The Gaying Of Midtown," an
editorial by Bill Johnson in the
September issue of GAzE, prompted me
to research and piece together some of
the Gay. community's history in
Memphis. I am in total agreement that
Midtown is indeed Memphis' Gay hub.
T h e h i s t o r y of any city's G a y
community is 'ro und w i t h i n t h e
"ghettoization" o f a n area within that
city.
This "Gazi_ ng Back" article will not
deal directly with Memphis' Gay history
but, instead, with the "ghettoization" in
a city; the-next four issues will deal with
· Memphis Gay history.
Gays have claimed that there exist
within major cities "Gay Ghettos." Laud
Humphreys in Out of the Closets: The
Sociology of Homosexual Liberation
d e f i n e s a "G a y G h e t t o" as a
neighborhood characterized by marked ·
tolerance of homosexuality and a
clustering. of Gay residences and bars.
_

·

Martin S. Weinberg and Colin J.
Williams in Male Homosexuals: Their
Problems and Adaptations define
"lavender ghetto" as a district with
large numbers of homosexuals and their
institutions.
Most sociologists consider a ghetto
to be an area of the city housing a
segregated cultural community. Ghetto
was first used in accordance with its
historical connotation, applicable only·
to the Jewish community. In the 1920;s
Robert E. Park and Louis Wirth began to
use the term to describe an urban
neighborhood inhabited by · a people
socially segregated from the larger
society and bearers of a distinctive
culture. They noted that the
circumstances of immigrant groups
often fit these requisites and applied the
term to neighborhoods of Jews, Poles,
specifying four key elements of a ghetto:
institutional concentration, culture
area, social isolation, and residential

community inhabited b y racial and
ethnic groups, particularly those that
are poverty stricken and socially
disorganized. Claude S. Fischer in The
Urban Experience and George A.
Theodorson and Achilles G. Theodorson
in A Modern Dictionary of Sociology use
the word "ghetto" as any area inh-abited
by a minority group.
In the forward of The Ghetto by
Louis Wirth, Robert Park defines ghetto
as an area of a city that houses a
segregated cultural community. Wirth
develops this concept further· by
Black, Italians, etc. They also suggested .
·its suitability as a depiction of areas
dominated by such moral deviants as
bohemians, hobos, .and prostitutes.

concentration. Park and Wirth remove
"ghetto" from its historical connotation
and translate it into a construct useful to
the study of urban ecology. Wirth notes
that ghetto epito mized ecological
segregation in the sense that it is
.
isolated from the surrounding society.
January's "Gazing Back" will be
about institutional concentration; the
centralization of the Gay community's
gathering places and commercial
establishments in Midtown. February's
will deal with the culture area, Memphis'
Gay community's cultural traits. March
will be the social isolation; the segation
of our Gay community. And April's will
deal with the residential concentration,
the concentration of the Gay community
living in Midtown.
Contemporary usage of "ghetto"·
has in some instances restricted the
concept. Edgar W. Butlet: in The Urban
Crisis: Problems and Prospects in
America uses the term to define a

GAzE is published on the third Friday of each
month except January. The J anuary issue

Imagine Ben Without Gay ...

appears on the fourth Friday. Deadlines for
. advertising, submitted features and notifica
tion

... the Pope without Catholic ...a wild bear community. The. winner will receive 2
in the woods without...get the idea? Well, tickets to the.Gay River Cruise, Saturday,
what's a Gay Pride We�k celebration June 27 and 2 tickets to see comic Robin
without a theme?
Tyler, Saturday, June 20. All entries must .
i
be mailed to GPW, Box 3038, Memphis J
The Gay Pride Week Committee of the 38103 and must be postmarked by
Memphis Gay Coalition is searching for December 31. Please include your name,
an original, concise, printable theme that address and phone number.
reflects

the

mood _and ideals of our

,

of events fall two weeks prior . to
pub I ication dates. Phone (901 ) 274-0431 , office

hou rs are.irre�ular.·
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SAN FMNCISCO--Immigration
Judge Bernard Hornbach ruled
November 7 that an unsolicited,
unambiguous, self-acknowledgement of
homosexuality is insufficient evidence
for exclusion of a Gay alien. Ruling on
the admission of Carl Hill, a British
subject visiting the U.S. for a two-month
vacation, Judge Hornbach held that a
Class A Medical Certificate is required
for exclusion of homosexuals under the
1952 Immigration and Nationality Act.
This ruling, if upheld on appeal,
eliminates the remaining. area of
contention in the long fight waged by
the National Gay Task Force and Gay
Rights Advocates to change anti-Gay
federal immigration policy. In August,
1979, U.S. Surgeon General Julius
Richmond held that there was no
medical or scientific basis for a
diagnosis of homosexuality, and
ordered Public Health Service
physicians to de<;line referrals made by
the Immigration and Naturalization
Service for such determination.
"We are pleased and gratified by
this decision which we fully expected,"
commented GRA Legal Director Donald
C. Knutson. "Especially encouraging
was the sensitive and compassionate
language used by the court in its
description of this dehumanizing law."
In his opinion read from the bench,
Judge Hornbach severely criticized the

Congress for attempting to hide
violations of human rights behind the
cloak of medical science.
NGTF Co-Director Charles F.
Brydon and Lucia Valeska, who were
present for this precendent-setting
hearing, expressed their appreciation
for the judge's position as well. "This
victory is crucial, particularly at this
.
time when many Lesbians and Gay men
are concerned about the future of our

movement during the next four years,"
commented Brydon and Valeska. "With
GRA, we will pursue the immigration.
issue through the appeals process and
continue to press forward on other fronts
as well. The fundamental questions of
civil rights and the right to privacy for
Gay people are unchanged, and we
expect to build on this and other
victories in the months and years
ahead."
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·BOX 3038
Unless You've Been There

·

Your headline story in November's
GAzE was hard-hitting, but it's about
time you printed it. Of the seVeral
encounters I have had with the
Memphis Police Department, 9 out of 10
have been ve-ry pleasant--for_ lack of a
better word--experiences. It only takes
one bad apple to spoil the whole barrel.
The lOth experience was a case of
"bigot-cop sees queer" and, befor� I
knew what had happened, I was in a jail
cell. Half of my friends do not believe my
story. They can't imagine the police.
doing such dastardly and illegal things .
as to arre,St someone for no reason and
subject them . to namecalling. Unless
you've been there, it is hard to believe.
I stro�gly suggest that anyone who
is subjec�d to police harassment fight it
all the way. Unless we _stand up for
ourselves ·and fight back, we are paving
the road for more and more harassment.
I strongly support the Memphis
Police Department and commend them
on the goOd work that they do-especially
considering their shortage of officers
and lack of community support. But, I
will fight to the fullest extent those cops
that have nothing better to do ·than
harass Gays. What these cops do is not
only des cable, but illegal as well.

·

pi

Stan Hood

·

Memphis

A Lasting Relationship
.

We need MORE books like The
Mendola Report! I have been involved
With my lover for 21 years and was
ecstatic after reading the book review in
Vol. 1, No. 12. Finally someone had-.
documented the high percentage of
lasting Gay relationships. It may not be
right or e\ren possible for some Gays to
have a life-long relationship with one
lover, but I am sick and tired of hearing

Letters to the ed�torJ,h.ou!. � l_te �! �.hp� �s PP"lt»le"'��df8;'J !� : .Edlto � ?�!· B_o_x �38,
,
Memphis, TN 38103� Letters. must be signed, bUt name8 will be,withheld by request We
reserve the right to edit all letters.

others tell me that Gay relationships
cannot last. I'm living proof that they
do.
Hurray for Mary Mendola! Where
has she been for the last 21 years?

It has come to our attention that at
the Pennsylvania State Conference of
Lesbians and Gay Men held in
September in Harrisburg at a Holiday
Inn and. also in early August, at the
Memphis Conference at the Holiday
Name Withheld.
Inn, our Gay and Lesbian relatives were
Memphis
not treated with the same dignity and
respect as your other guests; that, in
Resignation
fact, they were refused rooms because of
their sexual orientation.
Please excuse this informal way of
Unfortunately, discrimination still
s-u b m i t t i n g m y r e s i g n a t i o n •a s
exists against our Gay children in this
chairperson for the Mississippi Gay
great land of ours,. the' land for which our
Alliance. I have tried very hard for the
forefathers gave their lives.
past' few years to follow the traditions
· Much of this oppression and dis
laid down by Ann deBary, Donna Myhre
crimination is a result of the myths and
and Chris Lundsberg, but now I feel that
misinformation about homosexuality.
I have failed to gain ·the support of the
help people understand our Gay sons
To
Gay community I have tJied to serve. My
Lesbian daughters we have
and
resignation inay cause the MGA to gain
published a booklet, ABOUT OUR
support of more people statewide as well
CHILDREN, copies enclosed.
as the support of our bars in the Gay
We hope it will be a guide to you and
community. My appreciation goes out to
those who through the years have . your policy making colleagues so that
our children, all our children, will not be
supported me, and the goals of MGA.
discriminated against anymore by your
You have made me very happy and I
company.
have no regrets for the many times I
We are available for further
have faced hostile families, police,
further discussion, to help
information,
·
politicians, ministers, students and
you understand Gay persons. We await
others on your behalf. It was, after all,
your reply.
on my behalf also.
I shall continue to be available to
those who need my help oi' support in the
future. The address . and telephone
number will be the same, but I will
respond as a friend and not as a
spokesperson for the MGA.
Eddie Sandifer

. . . . . -,..

Jackson, MS

'

Adele Starr

Parents & Friends of Ga'ys
Los Angeles, CA

·

Good Work, Artwave

p

Peo le probably don't take the time
to commend you for one of the finest
examples in publishing of good layout,
d�sign and excellent illustrations. Your

art staff, Artwave, deserves a real pat on
the back for their work.
GAzE has the finest layout of any
Gay publication--any publication--!
have seen. The layout makes the articles
look inviting .to read.
Stuart Rogers
St. Louis, MO

More Than· J.R. In Dallas!

·

Attached is a complimentary copy
of my regular Lambda Letter which i:s
sent to a small circle of close personal
friends, all over the country.
I mean everything I said to them
about the j ournalistic quality of GAzE
and would like to have a copy of every
issue from now on.
Also enclosed is a copy of the similar
paper, Metro Times, here in Dallas
which I have been asked to write a
regular column for each issue.
You can see from an article in the
current issue, "Police Goo.f Again," that
Memphis has no corner on "Anti-Gay
Police Bias." (Reference: your "Meeting
Documents Anti-Gay Police Bias," Vol.1, ·No. 12, lead article, front page of
GAzE.) It is astounding how similar the
facts are in both articles! .
We "party" a lot in Dallas and Gay
public apathy is our greatest and most
difficult problem. Perhaps on my next
visit to Memphis, you can tell me your
se·cret for top Gay journalism ·and· how
you achieved so much participation in
you� monthly newspaper.
W .C. McDougall
Dallas, TX

PFOG Letter To Holiday Inn

(The following letter was sent by
Parents and Friends of Gays of Los
Angeles to Bob O wen, Customer
R e l a t i o n s , H o l i d a y I n n s , I n c .,
Memphis.)

\tSISTERS UNITED is a National Bi-monthly

YOU'VE HEARD OF US...
•

'

Lesbian/Womyn magazine that is unique, education

al and inspiring.

It presents provocative spiritual

teachings inspired th r u the Holy Spirit.

It is an

alternative to Man's Religion, Goddess worship and
Witchcraftery.

For a FREE sample copy write to:
SISTERS UNITED

118 W. Sparks St.
. GALENA, KS

66739

NOW-WE'RE YOURS!
COME CELEBRATE
NEW YEAR'S EVE!

.Black
and

Wh-ite
Men Together
Write:

BWMT- NA
279 Collingwood
San Francisco CA 94114

Prize Drawings Every 30
Minutes 9 PM-6 AM
New Year's Eve
1268 MADISON
(OPEN DAILY NOO" UNnL)
725-4670
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Sasser Am'C>rtg ·-se nato'rs:· On·
NCPAC 1982 "Hit List"
W A S H IN GT ON--The N a tiona l
Conservative Political Action Commit
tee (NCPAC), a major political New
Right organization which campaigned
against liberals in the recent elections,
has included Tennessee Senator Jim
Sasser in its recently released list of 20
liberal-to-moderate senators targeted for
dE)feat in the 1982 elections.
NCPAC spent . $1.2 million to
campaign against 22 senators in the
1980 elections, and according to chair
Terry Dolan, 16 of those senators were
defeated, including McGovern of South
Dakota, Bayh oflndiana, and Durkin of
New Hampshire.
The NCPAC "hit list" includes 17
Democrats and 3 Republicans. Senators
m e n t i o n e d ·i n c l u d e K e n n e d y of
Massachuset�s, Riegle of Michigan,
Metzenbaum of Ohio, Sarbanes of
Maryland, Williams of New Jersey,.
Jackson of. Washington, Burdick of

'

Best Wishes,
GAzE, On Your First Birthday!

North Dakota, Moynihan of New York,
Melcher of Montana; Matsunaga of
Hawaii, Proxmire of Wisconsin, Byrd of
West Virginia, Sasser of Tennessee,
Cannon of Nevada, DeConcini of
Arizona, Bentsen of Texas and Chiles of
Florida, as well as Republicans Stafford
of Vermont, Chaffee of Rhode Island
and Weicker of Connecticut.
Dolan indicated that the list was not
yet finalized. NCPAC will decide whiGh
senators to focus on after it has a chance
to analyze polling data and survey its
400,000 contributors.
"I think people may be chuckling to
see Ted Kennedy's name on this list, but
for a variety or" reasons he very well
might be one of our final targets," Dolan
said. "It would be a rather dramatic
blow to liberalism if the most liberal
s e n a t o r in t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s ,
representing the most liberal state i n the
country, were defeated for re-election."

Call
For
Gay
Memphis

The memPhis
aau
�'W� switchboard�
726-BAVV

7 PM--1 AM.Nightly
�----- � --------�

CONGRATULATIONS I

Matlovich

Settles

For

$160,000

Matlo
WASHINGTON--Leonard
vich has accepted a back pay and
damage settlement from the .U.S, .Air
Force of $160,000 rather than return. to
the Air Force, which dismissed him 5
years ago after he revealed his
homosexuality.
Although an Air Force spokesman
stated following the settlement that
Matlovich's decision was an admission
that Gays and the military are not
compatible, Matlovich denies that . he
"sold out." A recent federal district court
ruling held that he should be reinstated.
Matlovich said, however, that his
legal advisors had warned him against
pursuing the case further because the
Air Force would likely appeal the
decision all the way to the Supreme
Court, to which ·President-elect Reagan

-

�

will most likely have appointed
conservatives by the time the high court
would rule on it. Legal advisors warned
Matlovich that his chances of winning
some three years from riow would be
very slim.
Air Force Secretary Hans Mark
announced that the settlement "should
have no effect" on the Air Force's policy
toward Gays. Matlovich's attorney
Patricia Davis noted, however, that
should another Gay .person discharged
from the Air Force decide to challenge
the regulation, Air Force officials would
then be required to clarify their policy
based on a 1978 ruling by the U.S. Court
of Appeals ordering the Air Force to
explain their regulations regarding
Gays.

P.O. BOX 41703
r-------�-------------------

A rmy Ad m i ts Erro r In
Denyi ng Security Clea rance

38104

�---------------------------,

Good For

Good For

Free Pitcher Beer
With 16" Pizza

With Jumbo Barbeque

-------- COUPON

MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA(IGNA)--In
The settlement does not affect all
a continuation of the up-and-down
branches of the military and does not
affect Gay personnel in the military.
battle between Gay rights activists and
Documents presented by the ACLU
military authorities, the U.S. Army has
show that the Army is paying Pr ston
admitted· it acted incorrectly in
the money "for the economic loss and
depriving a C a l i f o r n i a graphics
designer of his government security
psychological humiliation" of losing the
security clearance he had for 12 years.
clearance because he acknowledged that
The documents also tell GTE
he was homosexual.
. The American Civil Liberties Union
Sylvania that "the Army's d�ter
announced that 41-year-old Warren G.
mination...that plaintiff did not meet the
Preston will receive an out-of-court
criteria...for access to sensitive compart
settlement from the Army.· The Army
mented information was in error and
has been expunged."
will pay Preston and the ACLU $10;000
each and will also notify Preston's
"To actually see in writing. that the
Army has made an error is fantastic,"
employer that it made a mistake when it
said Preston at a press conference.
took away his clearance in March, 1979.
The ACLU said that the Army must.
Preston, a civilian working on
now send out notice that engaging in
government contracts at GTE Sylvania
legal homosexual acts is not, by itself,
in Mountain View filed suit in U.S.
sufficient reason to be denied security
District Court, charging that the Army
clearance.
lifted his security clearance without due
The . general rule remains that
process and on insufficient grounds.
· The settlement further requires that
persons eligible for clearance must "be
the Army not discriminate against
stable, of excellent character and
Preston if he reapplies for a cle�fr,S%l�f> ;•, ..__disc�ti'n
l t· and not subject to undue
and stipulates that the Ar ih"y ·>r trl us't ·"''Jrimi� ri'ce or duress thr�mgh exploitable
withdraw its regulatibns"eo'l-�p�cfficli.I1y"..j p�r��ital: coricthct:!j'; 7;
state . that homosexuality alone i.s not.
. The sexually deviant behavior that
sufficient reason for denying clearances
may possibly make an individual
to civilians working
on government
susceptible to blackmail will no longer
·
. contracts.
be homosexual acts per se.

MEMPHIS, TN.

Free Order Fries
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Jacii'S Pit SIOD
•

Open 24 Hours

t

1674 Madison at Belvedere
Phone 725-6757

All the ribs you can eat--$6.50
(includes beans, fries, bread, slaw and a free pitcher of beer)
50� draft beer--Moosehead, Helneken only $1.00
10� coffee!
Free beer or coke for pinball players!
Breakfast Speclal--2 eggs, bacon or sausage, toast or biscuits only $1.25
(with has� browns, $1.75)

l

Biggest hamburgers in town!
Milk shakes, sunda�s ahci i�.Cream now available.
:'�-(·if ,.:;<'.1,: ,�,r-: ;\ �.::
-

owned bu Former owners of The cotton lin
:�.
..
.
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Non-discriminatory Bar
Burned Before Opening
BUFFALO, NY-A · Westside bar
that had been purchased and renovated
by a group of people interested in
providing a bar that -.velcom�d the entire
Gay community, didn't discriminate
and wasn't motivated by a desire to
capitalize, was burned by unknown
arsonists some two weeks prior to its
scheduled opening in November.
According to a bulletin released by
persons involved in the planned bar,
individuals had donated talents, tools
and time to help create a place for all
Gays and Lesbians to enjoy.. "Although
only three people bear · the financial
loss," the bulletin says, "something has
gone up in smoke for all of us- a choice. "
-

Boy Scouts Learning
To Kill Gays
HOUSTON (IGNA)--An instructor
at a Ku Klux Klan ·�survival camp," who
says that Communists and homo
sexuals are his only enemies , is teaching
Explorer Scouts and Civil Air Patrol
cadets how to strangle people and fire
guns, says the Houston Chronicle.
Joe Bogart, an ex-Marine cook,
conducts his course in killing at Camp
Puller near Houston. The camp is used
by right-wing extremists, including the
Texas Emergency Reserve, a Klan para
military arm.
"I am proud to b� a member of the

Klan," said Bogart. "There are only two
groups I'�l battle with--Communists and
homosexuals. That's the basic reason I
joined the Klan."
Bogart said he was invited to teach
the youths by John Bryant, a leader of
Explorer Post 2125, who is on federal
propation for illegal sale of weapons in
Memphis.
Civil Air Patrol Major Paul Renfro
said that he has been investigating the
training of scouts and cadets at the
camp. He said that some parents had
compl ained that their sons were
learning guerrilla warfare and had
heard racial slurs from leaders. Some 1230 teenagers are involved.
•

Lesbian Elected To Minnesota
House
MINNEAPOLIS (IGNA)--Despite
the conservative Republican gains in
the national elections, long-time Gay
activist Karen Clark defeated her
Republican opponent, Jim Hagen, by a 2
to 1 margin for a seat in the Minnesota
House of Representatives November 4.
Clark had been the target of Gay
baiting by her oppon�nts in the primary,
but the run-off elections found both her
and her opponents endorsing Gay rights
and focusing on an issue-oriented
campaign.

Printers Refuse To Print
S A N F R A N C I S C O · ( I G N A) - 
Alternate Publishing has announced

This I s N ot J ust An

\��RI\11
This Is The
••

f3r-a n d I I I U§ i () n

that a novel it plans to publish in its new
line of books has been accepted and then
rejected by two different printers.
According to editor John Rowberry,
the novel (Mr. Benson, an S&M love
story by former Advocate editor John
Preston) was accepted originally by
McNaughton and Gunn in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. But several weeks later the
printer returned the camera-ready copy
and said that it objected to the contents
of the book.
. Rowberry th-en contacted a different
printer in Ann Arbor, Malloy, and
explaiped to those in charge what had
happened. Malloy agreed to print the
book.
Three weeks l ater, Rowberry
received a letter from Malloy saying that
some of their employees "objected to the
material" and thus the printer did not
wish to print the book.

"Right To Privacy Act"
Passes In Florida
TALLAHASSEE, FL--The Privacy
Amendment which appeared before
voters in the November 4 general
elections has passed and granted
Floridians the "right to be let alone and
free from government intrusion into
private life."
Florida Gay groups, particularly the
Miami-based Congress · United for
Rights and Equality (CURE), had
c ampaigned for passage of the
amendment. The amendment passed by
a 60% to 40% margin. .

"Gay" Still Basis For Slander
CHICAGO (IGNA)--At the same
time retired actor Cary Grant has filed a
lawsuit against comedian Chevy Chase
because Chase jokingly called Grant a
"homo" on Tom Snyder's Tomorrow
Show (seeking $10 million in damages),
a nightclub singer has been awarded
$92,633 by a jury that decided employees
of a Chicago hotel management firm
slandered him by calling him a homo
sexual.
The singer, who uses the stage name
of Tommy Lane, was uitder a 9-week
contract in 1974 with P&S Management
Inc. to sing at the O' Hare Holiday Inn
when the firm's executive director,
James Schwartz, called the singer a
"faggot." Schwartz denies the state
ment.
Lane's contract was cancelled and
he was reportedly forced out of the
entertainment business. The suit was
first filed in 1975, but was dismissed by
former Circuit Court Judge Nicholas
Bua, who held that under Illinois law a
charge of homosexuality was not
defamatory.

Chri.stian Voice Sees Nothing
Wrong With Distorted Ads

LOS ANGELES ( I G N A) - - T he
finance head of Christians for Reagan
and chief strategist of Christian Voice
told a UPI reporter recently that he sees
nothing wrong with using distorted tv
ads portraying the opinions his group ·
wishes to convey,
A p r e -e l e c t i o n c o m m e r c i a l
Gays Can Be Dog Handlers
portraying Jimmy C arter a s a
proponent of the Gay lifestyle showed a
SAN FRANCISCO (IGNA)--The woman in a garden saying, "As a
San Francisco Police Commission has Christian mother...! don't want my
ruled that police dog handlers need not children taught about homosexuality
be married heterosexuals.·
and abortion. Jimmy Carter disagrees
Despite the urging of Police Chief with me..."
·cornelius Murphy that only handlers
When the commercial's writer,
who are married and who have childre�
Colonel V. Doner, was pressed by
be allowed to train dogs for police work reporter Judy Bachrach that Carter
because he preferred those with "a never supported the teaching of homo
normal family life," the Commission sexuality, Doner replied, "Well, what
ruled otherwise.
someone says and does are similar. By
Commission er Al Neider, a former · elevating the Gay life status, he did in
Chief of. Police himself, pointed out that effect."
prohibiting non-marrieds from holding
When Bachrach said that Carter
such a job "might not be feasible or even could hardly be accused of elevating the
constitutional."
Gay life status, Doner said, "Well, he's
behind the Democratic Party platfor·m
which supports 'it. And anyway, in 30
seconds how can you get into these fine
Playboy Awards Gay Rights
details?"

Grant

Mention GAzE And

25%

Save
On Any Precision Cut & Style
Between Now and Christmas
Be l levue Towers
S u i te 1 1 0
305 So. Bel levue

App ts. O n ly

725-6994

Gary. L. Clevela n d

Professiqn al A t Your
'P�rsoh a l Ser�ice
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·
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N E W YORK--The P l a y b oy
Foundation has awarded '$10,00Q to the
Evanston Passes Gay Rights
National .Gay Task Force and Gay
· Law
Rights Advocates to fund their joint
military project, reflecting a continuing
EVANSTON, IL--An ordinance
commitment · by Playboy to the goals of
protecting Gays in employment (city
the Gay rights movement.
"recruitment, examination, appoint
The joint military project is a
ment, promotions, retention or any other
concerted effort to change current U.S.
personnel action") was passed by this
military p<!rsonnel policy which requires
Chicago suburb on August 18.
the discharge of Gays and other military
Several exceptions were included in
personnel who associate with Gays. The
the new code, however, including some
project will coordinate negotiations with
. managerial and elected offices and their
the Government and litigation in a
personal assistants, police officers
strategy to overturn this Government
above captain, firefighters above
sanctioned policy of discrimination.
assistant fire chief and other jobs
exempt from civil service requirements.
Schoolteachers are also exempt
from the new law bec�use they are
employed by the Board of Education
rather than by the city, although
teachers are protected from discrimina
tion based on a series of state court
cases. Private employment is exempt
from the protective ordinance.
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LOCA L
Radio Call-In Spawns Gay
Series
A December 2 WREC-AM radio
program dealing. with the issue of
whether or not Leonard Matlovich
should have been permitted reinstate·
ment into the Air Force began with
several negative Bible-quoting callers.
The call-in Tony · Delaney Show airs
weeknights from 8-10 pm. Immediately
thereafter, however, followed a lengthy
series of cails from Gay persons
defending the right of Gays to serve in
the military.
The Gay callers prompted host Tony
Delaney to invite Gay persons to appear ·
on two upcoming programs dealing with
the issues surrounding Gay rights and
lifestyles. Although the dates for airing
the two programs, one dealing with Gay
men and the other with Lesbians, have
not yet been announced, it is expected
that the shows will air in late December
or early January. Members of · the
Memphis Gay Coalition's Speakers
Bureau will appear on the programs.

First Gay Arts And Crafts Show
The first Gay Arts and Crafts Show
and Sale at the Pendulum December 6
featured works by Gay and Lesbian
artists, prints, crafts, books and records.
Although local turnout was termed
"disappointing" by the Memphis Gay

Coalition Public Relations Committee,
sponsors of the show, the event may
become an annual one with larger
exhibits and participation from the
surrounding region. Gay leaders in
Nashville have expressed an interest in
participating in a show next year. .

GAzE Benefit Raises

$700

"A Publication Review," benefit
show for GAzE November 23 at the
Pendulum, raised over $700 to offset

contlnua'ily l.ncreasl.ng printing costs for
Memphis' only Gay newsmagazine. A
spectacular variety show featuring
comedy acts such as "Julia Childe's
T h a n k s gi v i n g D i n n e r , " m u s i c a l
routines from Broadway shows and
numerous other acts was well received
by the audience. The show was choreo·
graphed by Rich Roberts, sets were
designed by Ric Morgan, and John
Denney served as master of ceremonies:

-·

.

has actually invited representatives of
organized "Gay Rights" groups to meet
with hiin in the White House four
times!...We now have a president who
would elevate sodomites to positions of
honor in America--an action even more
abominable thim that of (Bible passage
deleted) who was condemned for
allowing the sodomites to practice their
abominations."
The letter, which supported Reagan
for the presidency, also endorsed
numerous local candidates including
Frank White for gov�rnor of Arkansas.
The letter urged a "no" vote for the
proposed constitution of 1980 because it
would allow a "man to marry a man and
a woman to marry a woman."

Coleman Says Arkansas
Sex Laws Unfair

Gay Law Students Association
founder Thomas F. Coleman speaking
in Little Rock October 25 declared that
the Arkansas laws grohibiting sodomy
and other s e x u a l acts between
Little Rock Docior Says Carter consenting adults of the same sex are
"irrational and arbitrary," and it is only
"Elevates Sodomltes"
a matter of time until they are struck
down as unconstitutional.
According to Arkansas Gay Rights
Coleman, who was brought to Little
Inc., a letter issued by George T.
Rock by Arkansas Gay Rights, Inc., said
Schroeder, M.D., prior to the November 4
that he was there to bring an awareness
elections, suggested that President
of rights denied to homosexuals and to
Carter had insulted Christians , who
take steps toward seeking repeal of those ·
voted for him in 1976 by "courting the
laws. ·Meanwhile, ACLU _ of Arkansas
organized homosexual vote. He is the
first preside.nt in history to do this, and-...;. Director Sandra Kurjiaka� told the

· A rkansas Democrat

that s he had
determined during speaking appear
ances that most Arkansans h ad
"enlightened attitudes toward homo
sexuality,'' ·and she was encouraged that
the political atmosphere seemed more
conducive to changing · discriminatory
laws.

Phony Ballots Traced _To
Moral Majority
Phony election ballots (sample
ballots) which were passed out to
traditionally Democratic and liberal
voters in Memphis containing the
names of well-known Democratic
candidates for major offices along with
the names of several Moral Majority
backed conservatives have been traced
to a printing shop owned by a member of
Moral Majority. The sample ballots,
which were confusing and illegal, were
printed by Bates Brown of Riverside
Press and funded in part by two
candidates in the election, Sam Gentry
and Mike Tooley.
Tooley was the only Moral Majority
candidate to win an election in Shelby
County, winning a seat on the ·county
Commissio n . An investigation is
underway by the Shelby C o unty
Election Commission. State law says
that it is a misdemeanor for a person to
knowingly distribute or cause to be
distributed false or misleading infor
mation about an opponent in an
election.
·

*************************
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BULLETIN: Circuit Playhouse Won't Give
Photos To Gay Papers
The Circuit Playhouse, 1437 Poplar Avenue, has refused -to .
provide GAzE with a press photo to run in conjunction with a
review of their currently running play, The Club. When the.
manager of Circuit Playhouse wa� asked for the photo, she
refused saying she · did not want it published in a Gay
newspaper. For this reason, we decided not to run the review
and encourage our theater-going readers to protest the
manager's policy.

******************* ******

Coffeehouse Means Music For
Wife A buse Center
Pam Burkholder, a local musician
who sang (with excellence) her own
· compositions and player her guitar and
"Elmer" (her Kazoo), performed the
opening set for the first Women's Music
Coffeehouse on November 15. Drawing
.
a near capacity crowd of over 100 at the
s m a l l b u t comfortable Newman
Foundation, the Coffeehouse was well
planned and well executed.
But Dianne Davidson was the
featured artist of the evening. Born in
Memphis and growing up in Camden
(TN), Dianne began playing the ukulele
in early childhood and later began
playing the guitar. On the road for
several years playing with Tracy
Nelson, Dianne settled last year in
Nashville where she works for Tammy
Wynette's publishing company. She
plays now only for benefits, especially
fundraisers for wife abuse centers or
other ac-tivities that help women in
trouble. Dianne is drawn to the cause of
helping women.
The Coffeehouse generated over

.

By D o n na

$200 in donations for the Wife Abuse

Center in Memphis. ·
Dianne performed a number of her
own songs ranging from country to
. blues and spirituals. Some of them were
sounds of the city, "Brand New
Tennessee Waltz" and "Do You Think
You Could Love Me?" As well as being a
marvelous singer, Dianne is an
· outstanding guitarist, as she
demonstrated i n the instrumental
section of "Sympathy."
Lately Dianne has been writing
· spirituals, and she literally brought the
. house down with one about a Black
woman who raised her. She closed the
evening with a delightful number called
"Rock Me Baby," for: which she received
. a standing ovation.
The evening was s u c c e s sful ,
h o p e fu l l y s u c c e s s fu l e n o u g h t o
stimulate many more such coffeehouses;
providing an excellent opportunity for
women to come together for an evening
of entertainment and support for the
women's community.
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OPEN NOON UNTIL

7 DAYS

3 AM

FOOD SERVED ALL HOURS
Sandwiches-Salads-Snacks
HOMEMADE PIZZAS
Our Bartenders: Eddie King

& Mike Lutts

See Our New Year's Ad In This Paper

-

1 474 M ad i son Avenue
M em ph i s , Tennessee
278-902 1
.

S undays-- ' ' A po l l o' '
S huff leboard Tou rnament 6 P M
Wed nesdays-
Weste rn- Lev i - Leathe r N i te
� II Domesti � Bee r 75¢
? - M i d n i ght
S H U F·F L E BO A R D

SEASON'S GREETINGS
To AD
From �he M anagement And
Employees Of Club lO N. Cleveland

Join Us During The Christmas �eason To
Celebrate The Following Specials:
M O N DAYS--"G uest N i g ht"--No Cove r.
· T U ES DAYS--O u r Reg u la r Bee r Bust;
G uests $3.50

8-1 2 .
·

.

Mem bers

$2 . 50 ,
.

·

W E D N ES DAYS--" I nflation F i g hter"--Enj oy M us i c F ro m The
Late '60's, And '70's. r;:>.J . Takes Req uests-
Free Popco rn--Door P rizes--Reg u la r
Bottle Beer 75¢--D raft & Set u ps 35¢--???-
Mem be rs F:B6E, G u ests $1 rOO
·

�·.c..
�

TH U RS DAYS--The Female I l l u s i o n s of Lowretta, B·i g Tracy
. & S pec i a l G u est Bobby H o l l i d ay--Members
FRE E , G u ests $2 .00--S how T i me 9:30.
FR I DAYS & SATU R DAY·s --O pen Late! 8 PM U nt i.I --Mem bers
$ 1 .00, G uests $ 2 ._00.
-

.
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S U N DAYS--O pen Late! 8 P M U nti l--Members FRE E , .G uests
$ 1 .00
.

.

·

E nj oy D isco To

294 L i g hts & ·8 00 Feet Of N eo n & M ore

·
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&
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A Tri b ute To The Lesbian Tide
'

Tide folds A fter Nine Years
LOS ANGELES-- "The Greatest of the Lesbian publica,ions, "The Lesbian Tide
· has folded. The 9-year old newsmagazine is ceasing publication, says publisher
Heanne Cordova, because she and the other two key staff members want to pursue
other careers.
Cordova, however, may be willing to sell the business to interested Lesbians but
has not yet looked for possible buyers.
The Lesbian Tide placed what it called a "special, but journalistically accurate,
bias on covering Lesbian activists and leaders -in" the struggles of the Lesbian
Move�ent, Women's Movement and Gay Libera�ion Movement. The Tide
·

frequently emphasized its support of greater unity and cooperation within the
Lesbian and Gay communities.
By far the finest words in The· Tide, however, were to be found in its columns
about upfront personalities and its book and record reviews. Among these were
numerous articles about comic Robin _Tyler, one of which is reprinted below. Of the
many excellent book reviews, The Life of Lorena Hickock: E.R.'s Friend, was-one of
the best. It too, is reprinted below.
The Robin Tyler article is signed "Robin Tyler, comic, lecturer, activist. " The
review of The Life and Lorena Hickock was · written by Kerry Lobel.

R<;> b i n . Ty l·e r
I

.

-Adventures Of A Sensuous Dyke
'

When they called to ask me if I liked
camping I said, "Of course I do! I'm in
show business. I love ca�p, hi camp, lo
camp, Angela Lansbury.�' "No, no!" she
said, "hot that kind of cainping, the real
campirig. Tents on the gtiound; sleeping
bags, life un�er the star�."
" But I don't believe in the star
system."

"Real stars, the Big Dipper, the
North Star," she corrected me.
I was bein g i n vited to t h e
Michigan Women's Festival. I had never·
slept outdoors. Being on the road for 1 7
years o f m y life I thought "roughing it"
was when the hot water faucett didn't
work at the Holiday Inn. I answered
hesitantly, "But it's a music festival. I
can't sing my jokes." "We want you to be
the emcee!"
"I don't own a sleeping bag... and

besides, where do I plug in my-vibrator?"
"Buy- a portable one," she answered.
"Well, I don't think so." "Robin, there'll
be 6,000 women there!"
"On the other hand, I'd love to!!!"
So there I was in Michigan in
August with all my necessities (a
s l e e p i n g b a g , fla s h l i g h t s , insect
r e p e l l a :r;t t , a n d s i x b o t t l e s o f
champagne). I needed the champagne to
wash down the caviar, dolmas and
patee. Yes, I who had flunked Canoeing
101 at B'nai B'rith Camp, was about to
spend a delightful five days under the
stars. The storm hit one hour after I
arrived .. " A l l rig h t , y o u d y k e s ,
everyone to the main tent, a TORNADO
is on the way." As I stood the rest of the
night with other sjsters trying to hold up
the main tent while the worst storm in
the history of Michigan lashed at us, I
wondered if I had not brought too much

caviar. Luckily, the tornado passed 10
miles from us.
The Collective who put this on spent
all year putting together a space where
women could hear great music, celebrate
the joy of our sisterhood, and live for 4
days in a space that was SAFE.
Yes, yes of course there was some
controversy. There always is. There was
trouble around only having boys only
under age 6 attending; complaints about
the lack of political content in some of
the more "well known" acts--and the
separatist stand of others. But the
positive effect of this festival · far
outweighted · those problems. What an
enormous task--putting together a
festival, setting up a gigantic stage,
coordinating the performers; feeding
· and providing security for 6 ,000
women ... a tremendous accomplishment!
As a personal experience it was

· thrilling because I grew and I learned. I
learned that one of the things being in
showbusiness provided me with was
·privilege: And I finally copped to it-
especially to myself. I learned the value
of the stage crew (whom I affectionately ·
named, the 'Tacky Techs'). What skills!
They worked day and night along with
all the people providing all the services. I
learned what I had been preaching for
years, not just to talk sisterhood, but to
collectively and lovingly love it.
As a comic I have always felt a sense
of isolation. I finally felt like I belonged.
For once, I experienced the terrific
opportunity of not only reaching people,
but of being safe enough to open up and
let women reach me. Thank you, th'ank
you, thank you.
(NOTE: Robin Tyler will appear in
Memphis during Gay Pride Week next
June. Watch GAzE for further details.)

Lo re n a A n d E l ea n o r

Socia l Frien ds
What would· you . do if you ·arrived at the
possibility that you may be- Q ay? Who would .
you turn to if you found yourself unhappy
with your lifestyl e? Where would you go to
find friendship_ within our community?
The answer? Social Friends.
We at Social F riends are a group of
concerned Gay individuals dedicated to the
. purpose of providing friendship and support
on a one-to-one basis to those pe rsons who
find the need fo r a reassu rance of
confidence and for support of friendship.
For those persons who are discouraged we
are here to encourage. No need is too great.
No problem is too small. We a re he re when.
needed. Please feel free to call us.

Social . Friends
272-2955 (evenings)
For Adult Men And Women
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In 1978, Doris Faber, a reporter for . · present the material "fairly."
the New York Times in the 1940's and an ·
Frankly, it doesn't matter to me
author of sevel'al books, was asked to 1 whether Eleanor 'Roosevelt was a
write a biography of Eleanor Roosevelt.
Lesbian. But I would like to know for
As she sat down to peruse the materials
sure. Faber makes it clear that Hickock
in the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library in
was a Lesbian and involved with several
Hyde Park, New York, she came across
women. However, the book does not
that library's latest unveiling.
detail what clues Hickock's papers gave
The Papers of Lorena Hickock had
to the nature of their friendship. Only
j ust been catalogued a n d m a d e
snatches of the 2000 letters exchanged
. available for researchers-ten years after
by Hickock and Roosevelt accompany
her death as specified when the · the author's lengthy text. The only
donation to the collection was made.
inescapable conclusion I reached from
Lorena Hickock was by her own
the bOok was that Faber felt compelled
accounts and those of others, a· woman
to "defend" Roosevelt.
identified woman. She was one of the
This book is not a particularly good
most eminent women journalists of the
biography. Although Faber begins the
late 1920's and early 1930's. And for 30
book with Hickock's early life and
.
years s he was the intimate friend of one
follows through until. her death, the
of the most public women of that time-
author sees Eleanor, not Hickock, as the
Eleanor Roosevelt.
focal point.
Faber's book is based on 18 boxes'of
Faber is ambivalent about Hickock.
over 2000 letters, clippings, and
On one hand, we are shown a woman
personal memorabilia, as well as
who travels along across the country
interviews conducted with Hickock's.
investigating conditions of mill workers
friends ahd acquaintances. This book,
. and others. Yet emotionally Faber
which promised to be a rich contribution
paints Hickock as dependent, pathetic
to women's history and Lesbian history '
and pitiful.
in particular, clouds rather than
T h e au th-or is p rotective of
. clarifies the primary question it raises
Roosevelt, however. The woman who.
for m·e : W h at exactly w a s the
wrote, "Oh dear one, it is all the little
relationship between Eleanor Roosevelt
things, tones in your voice, the feel of
and Lorena Hickock?
your hair, your gestures, these are the
,
, . -. Rea,<_i the personal
notes in the back: +things I think about and long for" -is
�
of �he book first. In these notes Faber
merely affectionately "effusive" for 30
reveals that upon reading the Hickock
years.
Knowing what I know now about
papers, she consulted the F.D.R. Library
this book, I would still read it. Hickock
Director and talked with him at some
, length about suppressing the content . . a n d R o o s evelt were fas c i n ating ,
:
. Faber was concerned than innuendo
independent and interesting women of
and wrong impressions would be
their times. I only hope that -one day,
hopefully soon, one of our Lesbian
generated by the controversial nature of
the papers. Fortunately for us the
feminist historians will read the
library director couldn't or wouldn't
Hickock letters and write another book.
store Hickock's collection away. Faber,
however, decided to amend her original
(The Life of Lorena Hickock: E.R. 's
project and write a book about Hickock.
Friend, Doris Faber, William Morrow
According to Faber, it WI:\S ·her job to
and Company. $12.95.)
·
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J u dy _ C h i cag o at M em p h i s State
"These Women Do Not Belong I n Plates"

B y R i c S u l l ivan

emphasized repeatedly. The women
selected have been "devoured by
.history." The use of a table as the
foundation of the work reinforces the
"image of being consumed." And a
parallel is evident between The Dinner
Party and a painting utilizing the meal
imagery. According to Judy, The Dinner
Party is a "reinterpretation of The Last
Supper from the point of view of those
who did the cooking ...(Each) is a story of
people, in this case the story of women
people."
When asked the inevitable question
about the vaginal imagery pervasive in
the plates, a primary focus of the work's
critics, Judy rhetorically asked in
return, "What do all women have in
common?" The vagina is· a · primary
source of the degradation· of women.
And what if vagi.hal imagery is
apparent? "That is not only what my
forms are, although they do not
repudiate the beauty of the vagina."
Judy's single direct reference to the
sexual · orientation of some of her
women--and a large part of her MSU
audience--came toward the end of the 2hour presentation. "It has been very
difficult for women to find freedom for
their own sexual preference...a fight that
still goes on." However, "the power of art
is one way we can transcend a lot of
barriers between us that history has left

The self-proclaimed "mother of cunt
art," Judy Chicago, brought the vivid
imagery and the up-front feminist philo
sophy of her controversial The Dinner
Party to Memphis when she spoke
before a capacity crowd at Memphis
State University November 25.
The Dinner Party, difficult to
describe in 25 words or less, is a
collection of 39 hand-crafted porcelain
plates and accompanying tapestries
mounted as place settings upon a
triangular table. While the physical
structure of the piece may be simplis
tically defined, the impact of its creation
and existence upon our culture is not yet
fully measurable. Judy wants this work,
which took 4, years and several hundred
thousand dollars to produce, to enter our
culture and have a very speeific impact
on it. She and over 400 men and women
devoted a part of their lives to ensure
that "those achievements (of women)
could never be erased from history
again."
Judy has chronologically explored
the feminist influence on western civili
zation by representing each of39 women

through detailed porcelain plates and
woven tapestries, from the Primordial
Goddess to the 20th century's Georgia
O'Keefe, the only person represented in
The Dinner Party who is presently alive.
Feminism, to Judy, is "a philosophy
that says that every human being has
value.".
History--the history to which most
of us have been exposed--has ignored,
distorted, and falsified activities and
achievements of most women. As an
example, Judy reminded us that the

us . "

cotton gin, attributed to Eli Whitney,
was invented by a woman. However, it
was patented under · a man's name.
"These women do not belong in plates--

That seems to be a theory that
transcends both feminism and Gayness,
they belong in the goddamned history . the histories of both of which are only
now being written. Judy -:Chicago's The
books!"
The concept of consumption· of Dinner Party is a tribute to those
women by male-biased history was histories.

Season 's �reetings
· . To All
And
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Po l i ce H a rass m en t
(This is the first article in a seri'!s
dealing with individuals who have
suffered police harrasment and, in some
cases, brutality because -they are Gay.
While GAzE recognizes that the
Memphis Police Department as a whole
is generally non-discriminatory and
that the official policy of the Memphis
P o l i c e D ep a r t m e n t is a n o n 
discriminatory one, we also recognize
that nothing is being done to end the
h a r a s s m e n t c a u s e d by a s ma ll
percentage of officers who exhibit bias
against Gay people. Because we have
no way of verifying stories told us by
individuals involved, we cannot assume
responsibility for inaccuracies.

solicit him or anyone else. I'm not a
hustler. I don't even cruise the park. I
was just sitting there enjoying the
warm--or rather hot--summer sun in a
public park.
How did he arrest you? Was he
forc e ful?
Well, after I asked him why he· was
arresting me, he grabbed me by my left
wrist and sort of twisted it. He pulled me
up and took a gun out from his jeans--I
hadn't even seen that it was there. He
took me--rather pulled me--to a nearby
car--a bronze or light brown car with a
Tennessee (county #51) license plate-
handcuffed me and put me in the back
seat. Yes, I would definitely say
- he was
forceful.
Did you physically r�sist arrest,
try to run or tell him you weren't
going with him?
Absolutely · not. I was too stunned,

We are interviewing a man who was
arrested ·in Overton Park in August. We
will call him "Joe."
Why were you arrested?
I don't know. That is, I wasn't doing
anything. I was charged with soliciting·,
male prostitution · and resisting arrest.

.

·

What prompted the officer to

was a cop. I told him the time. He seenied
like he was trying to pick me up. I:Ie just
kept hanging around arid trying to get
me to say something sexual, which I
didn't because he seemed suspicious to
me. I asked him if he was a cop. He
responded by asking if I was Gay. When
I said yes, he told me I was under arrest
for soliciting.

What time of day was this?
It was about 3:30 in the afternoon.
Did you res i s t the arrest?
No, I did not. I did ask him why he
was arresting me because I did not

too out-of-it to' even cqmpt:ehend what
was happening to · me. And I was scared
stiff after he pulled the gun on me.
Did you have to remain in jail
very long?
·Only about 4 hours .. A friend whose
father is a lawyer-a rather well-known
lawyer;...bailed me out. The case was
dropped in court because the cop did not
show up.
·

charge you with these things?
Again, I really don't know. I was

sitting in the park when. tie Jthe officer).
.
approached me and asked what time it
was. He was in ordinary· clothes:..jeans
and a t-shirt--and I didn't even know he

By B i l l J oh n son

·

·

. .

·.

Did ·· · he

advise

you

of

your

l'ights?'

"

· No.
Did he call you names?
.. He repeatedly called me "queer" and
"pansy." I was too scared to sa·y

anything back to him.

Were there any witnesses to the
arrest?
There were some other people there,

but they weren't close enough to us, I
don't think, to see or hear what was
going on. One guy who was walking
toward us turned and walked the other

way after the cop pulled the gun on me.
Did you file a complaint against
the arresting officer?
No, my lawyer advised me not to. He
said that if I did I would have to put up
with cops trying to harass me whenever
they got the chance. He said it is sort of a
system the cops have to keep people from
filing complaints against them. The
whole thing is sort of terrifying. If·they
-want to get you, they'll get you--one way
. or' the other. I still get nervous when I
think about it. I'm afriad to talk to
anyone I don't know. I don't go
anywhere near the Park anymore.
What were the costs to you of the

my eyes. Now, everytime I see a cop I
start shaking.
What is your reaction to the
incident looking back on it now?
Total rage. If it happened again I
would fight it with every penny I could
get my hands on. At the time I was too
scared and too paranoid to really be as
angry as I should have been. But the
more I think about it now, the madder I
get.
Would you be willing to testify
to this should a class action lawsuit
be filed by the Memphis Gay
Coalition?
No, I couldn't.

Why not?
I just couldn't. I'm not out . at my job
I really don't
know. It did cost me some money. But . or to my .family and many -of my friends.
I would just have too much to lose if they
the real costs were mental. I couldn't
found out that I was Gay. It's a real
sleep for several nights after I was
arreflted. I -kept. thinking someone was
Catch 22 situation. I j ust couldn't do it. I
wi11h I could.
pointing a gun at me every time I closed
incident?
Well, financially,

. . . A nd A no ther Kind o f · Discrimin a tion
(The story below is a testimony by a
w o m a n w h o p refe rs to r e m a i n
unidentified about difficulties she
experienced as a student in a Memphis
v o c a t i o n a l p r i n ting s ch o o l after
revealing to other students that she is
Lesbian. GAzE was asked by the woman
not to print the name of the school
because the story . would probably
subject her to further problems if the
school's name were used. The story has
been verified by GAzE by checking with
the woman's lawyer, persons involved
and the policy of the vocational school
as printed in its handbook.)

Sometime during my first week of
s c h o o l s t u d ents were di s c u s s i n g
theology, churches, etc. and asking
some classmates what churches they
attended. When asked, I said "MCC."
Shortly after that a young woman in the
class (v�ry pregnant) asked if l knew "a
bar called the Psych-Out" and if l would
take her there. I told her that I knew of it
but that she would not be well accepted
there in her condition.
Within a few days I had told 2 or 3
others in the class that I was Gay. Then
2 women in the class approached me and
asked how I could enjoy "it" with women
rather than men. I gave them what
amounted to a basic anatomy lesson,
explaining why it didn't have to be done
by a man to be enjoyable. The next day I
was called to the instructor's office and
told we were going to the counselor's
office. When there both he and th� \'ice,

principal informed me that "in this
school we don't talk about sex, religion,
or politics."
During the two weeks following
that, the pregnant woman again talked
about religion, and feeling she needed to
talk about it I told her I'd be happy to
discuss it with her if she would care to
come over to my house for coffee.
Another student (female) was walking
with us and I saw what looked like her
keys about to fall out of her hip pocket
and grabbed for them. By February, I
was again called to the instructor's
office and told to sign a referral form in
which he claimed that classmates had
complained I was making passes at
them. (All this, while boys were allowed
to fondle women, including the pregnant
woman's abdomen, and I was being
falsely accused of making passes.) I was
sent to the counselor's office again. I'm
not certain whether it was the same day,
but I was informed that I was being put
on probation for making passes at other
students (the referral said "harassment ·
of students"). I went to see a lawyer who
told me it was important to keep myself ·
in school .and find out the duration of my
·

refusing to identify anyone. The lawyer
told me it was, again, important to stay
in school and just live with it.
'

In May, I was tardy 4 times, and
early in June the teacher wrote another
referral recommending I be dismissed. I
then contacted another lawyer who told
me that I was supposed to have been
informed when and where any board
met to decide what to do about referrals
. and that I should be present when any
discussions or decisions about my
standing were to be made. She (the
lawyer) then wrote a hearing request to
the Vice-principal, preparing a brief for
me to use during the hearing that
pointed out, among other things, that .
the policy regarding tardies was to place
the student on probation after 3, and
only when 3 more were acquired during
that or the following month were they to
dismiss me.
·

Two weeks following the hearing
request, having not heard anything, she
contacted the vice-principal and was
told that the request had to be in the
student's handwriting. I sent the
required request and was notified of my
probation. It took two attempts before hearing date on the morning of the
hearing. My lawyer was ill and sent one
the counselor was able to find out and I
was told I was on permanent probation. · of. her student "gophers" with me. The
woman was identified to administration
(The previously held record was only 3
only as a friend, but was not allowed into
months.)
I pointed out tha� they were unfair
the hearing (administration h ad
in not allowing me to confront my specified that no lawyers were to be
present).
accusors, but they were adamant in

My lawyer later tried to find out why
her letter to the vice-principal had been
ignored. She wrote to the school's lawyer
asking that further dealings not be
handled through the vice-principal
because he was totally unreasonable.
At the hearing I tried to outline· the
discregancies between my treatment
and handbook policy. Following the
hearing, I was reinstated in good

standing.

I returned to school in August after
Conference '80. From then on a few
students did a lot of teasing and making
fun of meo-to the point of harassment. I
was even called to the cafeteria
director's office after one incident. (I had
spilled a co.ke and two classmates
thought it was so funny they couldn't
quit laughing, except when one of them
began shouting at me to clean it up. I
had started cleaning up the mess when
the hecklers became so abusive I just
walked away leaving my coke and trash
on the table. They promptly left a note
on the table giving my full name, class
and telling that I made the mess.)
(It should be noted that GAzE was

shown numerous booklets, literature
;z.nd even church bulletins which are
printed by the vocational printing
school in question, despite the school's
supposed poticy of a voiding theprinting
of religious, sexual or political material.
Some explicit sexual material has also
been printed there.)
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! "He said if I were homosexual, and that's the word he
used , that that wo u l d d isq ual ify me and that he cou l d

By R i c S u l l i van

suggest a 'cu re."'
Part of a continuing series of ·
interviews exploring the experiences of
Gay men and women in various
professions. Names used may not be the
actual names of individuals inter
viewed.

,
·
Glenn, A " Helping
Professional..."
�

· When Glenn learned of the oppor
tunity to publicly tell his own "horror
story" of discrimination,· he was eager.
"I just think it should be told," he states
firmly when asked why he wants to ·
discuss his experience. "It's a problem
that I think any Gay person with a job
thinks about."
Four years ago, Glenn applied for a
managerial po.sition a t a funeral home. hadn't taught me a thing about homo
He had . worked with this company sexuality.
earlier iri a sales capacity and feels that .
"He then asked me, 'Do you realize
he had a "good report" with
the
manage.
.
there
are ·ways to change your homo
.
sexuality?' Then h� ... put a condition on
inent. . '.J<
"During the (2-hQur) interview, this
the disqualification by saying if I were
guy told me I had all the qu�lifications" willing that he could put me in touch
for _the osition. Although one of the with some doctors . at Harding College
Board members "expressedjl'eservations
who could change my sexual orienta
about my age," noting that Glenn was tion." Throughout the interview "he
"a little young," he "made it clear he felt never used the word 'Gay.' He always
. used the word 'homosexual' or 'homoI cQuld handle the job."
"Toward the end, (the interviewer) sexuality.'
s�arted fishing," asking Gl�nn if he were
"I never heard from them again. I
. married,! dating, or planning to marry.
was depressed for a month after that ... "
Glenn doesn't want the name of the
"(He) p()int blank asked me if I were
hom oselxual. My feeling at the . company revealed. "I'm still in that
time...was that if this were a concern profession and I'm not out profession
then he :w�uld verify my �nswer ... and
ally (though) I'd really like to."
the best :Way would be to tell the truth.''
In talking about his profession,
Glenn asked if his being Gay would Glenn indicates "There're a lot of Gays
disquali
him for the · position �e in my profession." Are they out?
wanted. : The interviewer ' indicated it "Professionally? No." Why not? "Fear
would but "proceeded to . outline a of losing their jobs, I imagine." Why are
program of rehabilitation ... He said if I people afraid of a job loss if they come
were homosexual, and that's the word he out ? "Why did I not get this jop? I don't
used, that that would disqualify me"
know," Glenn states, shaking his head.
and that he could suggest a "cure."
Glenn reacted to this experience by
Prior to this talk about il supposed "freaking out. Nothing like this had ever
"cure," Glenn continues, "he asked J]le happened to me. This was a job that I
had my · parents not taught me that really wanted, that I was really cut out
homosexuality was wrong. Maybe he for. Here he was telling me, 'You're
didn't say 'wrong,' maybe he -used the perfect in every way .but you can't have
word 'sinful.' I told him my parerits it.' "

T HE
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many heterosexuals that Gay males will
"turn their kids queer."
He indicates that a "fundamen
talist nut parent" attempted to create
concern among other parents at a
primary school following the appear
ance of a letter signed by him in a local
paper condemning an anti-Gay demon
stration he witnessed. "I really didn't
expect the support I received from ·staff
and parents. But, thinking back, why
should I be surprised? There was no
issue except in that one mother's
deranged mind. Life for the rest of us
went on as it had. . . l was Gay, I had been
Gay, I would remain Gay. Period."
Ed, A Communications
While some of Ed's coworkers have
"reconciled my lifestyle in their minds
Specialist ...
and souls," they often question his
"I think that in light of the conser
apparent need to come out, to be public
vative backlash we can expect in the "or 'blatant' as the non-Gays like to
near future, it's important, it's vital that say." This time the anger is in his voice.
any Gay who can be 'out' in her or his job "I tell them I don't give a damn if they
accept me, tolerate me or reject me. As
do so." The anger is evident in Ed's eyes
as . he compares his coming-out-to long as I am forced to view their hetero
employers experiences with those of less sexuality day after day; in its sexual and
fortunate friends.
non-sexual forms, then they are going to
"This is the third 'professional' job
see me displaying my Gayness in any
I've had since getting my Masters (in the ' way I choose to display it. ..I've been
area of child and adult communica cursed at,, prayed about, and wrongly
accused, but never to my face. . . People
tions), and . my employers and fellow
employees have been made aware of are generally afraid to talk to me about
my 'peculiar' orientation. On one job, I me and 'my kind.' I honestly think most
came out through a letter:to-the-editor in non-Gays--men and women--are afraid
a local paper. On another, I told my of us . . . "
Ed is " more than very" active in
employer-who already had learned it ·
through the grapevine--to prepare her Memphis Gay activities, which is one
for possible flak from my appearance on reason he wants some people in his
a local TV talk show. And in my present immediate life to know he is Gay. "If my
job, my being Gay kind of just came out boss knows, she or he can better deal
with �mors and lies ... By being so open,
durmg my interview ... ! got the job."
Ed stresses that his present and it takes the steam out of those who want
former jobs involve direct contact with to give. me a hard time."
He does it for other Gays, too. "I'm
children. This is important "because
that's an area in which a lot of Gays are so pissed when I hear of Gays losin�
employed--as teachers, counselors, etc.- jobs, being denied jobs, and living in
fear of being exposed. I want people to
and around which a strong myth
concernmg Gay males festers." .He see that I've done it (come· out) and have
refers to the "irrational, idiotic fear" of gotten away with it."
·

An ita S i n g i n g I n A Different Key

Ms. B ryan t ?
Since revealing in , an interview ·
shortly before leaving Miami that her
opinions about Gay rights, feminism .·
and religion have changed significantly
since 1977, Anita Bryant h a s
consistently surprised her following
with continual revelations of almost
liberalism.
In an article published in · the
December Ladies Home Journal, Anita
said that she "can understand the anger
of feminists, " understands the need for
divorce and advocates a "live and let
live" attitude toward Gays.

"I've about given up on the
fundamentalists,

who

have

. become so legalistic and so
letterbound to the Bible... "
·
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"You know, I've al�ays thought of
myself as unsinkable Molly Brown,"
said the entertainer-turned crusader,
reflecting on her personal difficulties
which became public in the 'light of her
divorce from husband-manager Bob
Green this year.
"When I was growing up in the Bible
Belt, the kind of sermon I always heard

was--wife submit to your husband even
if he's wrong. A male chauvinist

attitude, you see . . . I cannot change the
fact that divorce is wrong. It's never
right. But we are all humans, we are all
part of a f�llen world. The church needs
to wake up and find some way to cope
with divorce and women's problems that
are based on biblical principles. I believe
in the long run God wili vindicate me.
I've about given up on the fundamental
ists, who have become so legalistic and
letter-bound to the Bible."
"As for Gays," Anita says now, "the
church needs to be more loving,
unconditionally, and willing to see these
people as human beings, to minister to
them and try to understand. If I had it to
do over, I'd do it again, but not in the
same way ... I'm more inclined to say live
and let live, just don't flaunt it or try to
legalize it."
Her views on feminism have
changed redically. "There are some

By E m i ly Roch man
valid reasons why militant feminists are
doing what they're doing," she says.
"Having experienced a form of male
chauvinism among Christians that
was deva�tating, I can see how women
are -controlled in a very ungodly; un
Christ-like way. I could not even have
women on the ABM or PAC board of
directors. The problem is that most men
are insensitive to women's needs . . .
What's a women to do?"
Though it had been rumored a few
weeks ago that Bryant would marry
Alabama industrialist Larry Striplin,
Anita has now declared that' she will not
marry him. When asked about her ex
husband Bob Green's charges that she
was unfaithful, she said, "I want to be
honest with you. I can't say that I'm
totally innocent. I guess when there's a
real void in your life and your marriage
has become rotten, you fantasize a lot of
things."
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C lassifieds
Rates for classified ads are 20 cents per word,

orders payable to Barbara Gif.tings-GTF P.O.

$3 m i n i m u m . Classif[ed ads for commercial use

Box 2383, Phi ladelphia, PA 1 H1 03

count 2 words; zip codes are free. Dead l i ne for

C H E M I CA L DEFENSE WEAPON: Effective yet
safe, pocket size unit. $5 includes sh ipping:

Payment must accompany ads. Make checks

Free

payable to TGCH R. There is a $2 charge for use

Distributing,

of GAzE P. O. Box. GAzE, Box 3038, Memphis,

Mesquite, Texas 751 50.

TN 381 03.

.
MALE HOMOSEXUALITY IN LITERATURE.

WRITE TO US at P.O. Box40364, Memphis, TN

DEAR GAzE: What a n u m ber you are! 1 2 issues
and going on Vol. I I ! Good work! Carry on in
1 981 . We need you. D o n.

Barry

R ic.

Mid- Town Th eater

HAPPY FOURTH annibersary, Tabeez!

Club 1 0 N. Cleveland/

B I B L I OGRAPHY:

1 980

reg. noon every Friday, Rm 209 8, Scates Hall.

DO WN TO WN

Waldenbooks

George 's

GAY

AWARENESS

MSU

g roup

DISCUSS I O N

experience

for

all

GROUP,
interested

i ndividuals wanting to share thoughts, feel ings,

articles and pamph lets are

and concerns with others with mutual i nterests.

grouped under topical headings: Law & Civil

The group is facil itated by student mem bers

G !'ly /Les b i a n
Movement, Religion, Literature & the Arts,
H i story & B i ography, Gene�al. Separate
.
s e c t i o n s f o r Pe r i o d i c a l s ,
Films &
Bibliographies & Di rectories. 1 or 2 copies, $ 1

with i n group. Confidentiality requested. Meets

each. 3-9, 85¢ each. 1 0 o r more, 70¢ each.

Development, Personal Counseling U n it. For

Pri ces

info. cal l 454-2067.

incl ude

S c i e n c es ,

m a i l i ng.

with support of counselors from the Center for

Sponso red

by

Center

for

Student

"Gay Memphis" provides free l istings of bars,

MEMPH IS

restaurants, social and service clubs, religious

63065,

CLUB 10 N. CLEVELAND, disco, & PHASE V,

COA L I T I O N ,

Box

·

MEMPHIS GAY SWITCHBOARD, 726-GAYY, 7
p.m.-1 a. m . n ightly.
MEMPH IS PARENTS & F R I EN DS OF GAYS,
Meets 2nd Mondays of each month. Call
Helen Denney, 274-0653 or John Denney,
274-3466 .

pastoral,

couples,

Holy

being

u nion,

Gay, etc.

By

appointment only, noon-1 0 p.m., Tues.
Fri. Call 358-5433.
D I G N ITY

M E M PHIS,

Box

3733,

Memphis

38103. Phone 278-5677, 274-3466 or 7265297. Mass S undays 1 1

a . m . , St. Peter

Village, 1805 Poplar at McLean.

0672.
FR EEWHEELIN' FRANK & FAM I LY, Smokin'
Shop, 722 S. Highland, Memphis 381 1 1 ,

452-7998.
CONN ECTI O N ,

piano

bar

restaurant, 598 Marshall, 526-1038.

&

GAY ALTERNATIVE, radio show, WEVL-FM
90.3, Sundays, 3 p.m.
GAYGU I D E M E M P H I S , Box 3038, Memphis
381 03.

N ESS D I SCUSS I O N G R O U P , Call 7264299.

'

64, Arlington, TN 38002, 382-3849.

·

METROPO L I TAN COM M U N I fY CHURCH O F
Pen d u l u m, 92 N. Avalon, 358-LI FE, 3585433.
M ET R O P O L ITAN

C O M M U N ITY

CHURCH

CHR ISTIAN GROWTH CLASS, Wed. , 7:30
p.m. Call 358-5433 for locatio n .
MY PLACE :b a r & restaurant, 238 N . Cleveland,
725-9837.

MYSTIC

KREWE

OF APHRODITE, Service ·

organization, P.O. Box 40364, Memphis,
.
TN 38104.
PEN D U L U M/G U N S L I N G E R ,

bars,

92

N.

Avalon, 725-1530.

GEORGE'S, bar, clothing and toy stores, game

RAIFORD'S, bar, 1 1 5 Vance, 528-931 3 .

room . and movies, 600 Marshall , 526-1 038 .
I N N ER MAN , personal development group for
Virginia

Hornsbuckle,

346-

1 998.
INTEGR ITY, Box 1 2856, Memphis 381 1 2 .
JACK'S PIT STOP, Restaurant, 1 674 Madison
Ave. , 725-6757 .
J-WAG'S, bar & restaurant, 1 268 Madison, 7254670.

MEMPH IS GAY SPEAKERS B U R EAU, Box
3038 . Mem phis 38103.

:f.
(

Subscribe Today!
f�---------------------------------------------------------

.

PSYCH-OUT, bar, 76 N . Cleveland, 725-9842.

people,

..

M E M P H I S W I M M I N S ALLIANCE, 1 0561 Hwy.

GAZE, newspaper, Box 3038, Memphis 38103.

all

�· �
.:(No
matter
where
you
are)
·
·.:

MEMPHIS STATE U N I VERSITY GA'V AWARE

MEMPHIS, Services S undays 1 1 a . m . a t the

FAM I LY AFFAIR CLU B, bar, 873 Vance, 527-

F R EN C H

Nashville and Little Rock.

Open to the public.

726-981 3.
S ER V I C E ,

Lamar B ookmart

Meeting Room B, Peabody at McLean.

bar and game arcade, 10 N . Cleveland,

COUNSEL ING

S O U THEA S T

G Az E is also available at va ri o u s l o c a t i o n s in

3038,

Memphis, TN 38103. Meetings held 1 st and

not listed here, please let us know about it.

fem i n ist concerts , P . O . Box
Memphis, TN 38163, 276-7625.

GAY

3rd Mondays, 7:30 p . m . , Main L ibrary,

·

Write GAzE, Box 3038 , Memphis, TN 38103.

ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTIONS, Producers of

RA L E I G H

F.rench Connec tion
Terri 's Townhouse

Gay M em p h is
comm unity. I f your busi ness or organization is

EA S T

Student Development. Topics generated from

Checks or money

organizations and services for the Memphis

Paperback Shack

Peaches Records
& Tapes
Tobacco Corner L td.
Book Inn

i nterested, a n d have groups in several large

selective non-fiction l i st of 563 items i n 1 6

Family
Whatever

Sharon 's4
P& H Cafe
My Place
Pendulum
Fantasia
J-Wag 's
Jack's Pit Stop

cities.

edition,

'o .ot � •

Freewheelin ' Frank &

Phase V
Psych-Out

BWMT is a non-profit oriented su pport group.

Talks," Box 3038, Memphis, TN 381 03.

Human

(Social Sciences Desk)

We publish a national newsletter, free for a l l

via telephone (local only). Write to "GAzE

l

MSU

Main Library

Col l ingwood, San Francisco, California 941 1 4 .

GAzE read to. them, a service is now available

R i g h ts,

MID TO WN

a nationwide group! Write: BWMT-I'JA, 279

brothers who would l i ke to arrange to have

\

Book Cottage
Studio One

301-G,

BLACK AND WHITE MEN TOGETHER. �t last,

. I F YOU KNOW of visually i m pared sisters or

Books,

Suite

MERRY C H R.ISTMAS Donna and Pat! B i l l and

381 04.

pages.

l iterature.

Motley,

Station, New York, NY 1 00 1 4.

to serve you. For further information, PLEASE

GAY

prevention
2944

Catalog $1 . Paths Untrodden, Box 459, Village

THE MYSTIC KREWE OF APHRODITE is here

A

crime

'\ ,..-

GAzE is distributed at the
following
locations:
O VER TON S Q UA RE

are $1 per word, $ 1 5 m i n i m u m . Phone n u m bers
ads is 28th of month preceeding issue date.

\

SHARON'S, �ar, 1 474 Madison Ave., 278-9021 .
SOC IAL FR I E N DS, support and counseling
line, 272-2955.
S O U T H EAST E R N

LESBIAN

N ETWO R K ,

1 0561 Hwy. 64, Arlington, T N 38002 , 3823849.
STU D I O O N E, Cloth i n g ; etc. 2075-9 Madison
Avenue

in

Overton

Square,

Memphis

381 04, 725-083 1 .

S u bsc ,riptions t o GAzE are

$6.00 p e r year. O u r s� bscrip

tions l i st is st rictly confidential and is not g i ven or sold to
anyone. GAzE is mai led i n a p l a i n envel ope. Make
chec ks paya bl� to: TG C H R , Mem phis. M a i l to Box 3038,
M e m p h i s , TN

381 03.

Name
Ad d ress
City, State, Z i p Code

------

TERR I 'S TOWNHOUSE, bar & restaurant, 603
Monroe, 523-99 1 2 .

----�-----------------------�----------------------------

------ -------
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O u r l ives a re fi l l e d
with . m a n y m o me n ts o f bea uty. '
They a re a t r u e refrect i o n
o f t h e q u a l ity & u n i q u e n ess
of t h e peo p l e with w h o m
_
we exc h a n ge e n e rgy .

.

L-

I

Th a n k yo u fo r i m p rovi n g o u r l.ives.
Yo u a re o u r m o m e nts of. bea u ty .
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